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Real Estate Bubble… real or 
opinion?  What do I do? 

The media says there is nothing to worry about! Oh yeah, we’ve 
heard that before. Let’s look locally and see if we agree! 
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In December of this year, I will celebrate 47 years as a real estate professional. I’ve experienced first 
hand at least 5 major real estate recessions, depressions, corrections, dips, or “readjustments” as 
the Feds describe. Each time before an event, we are advised, that this is temporary, and not to 
worry, it will all turn around shortly. 

The last event I personally experienced was in 2006. It lasted until 2016. Ten years. That’s not my 
“shortly”. 

So, the question for you is? How can you know? Who will know?  Or what do you do?  

Well we know there is no crystal ball, so plan accordingly. 

Here’s my opinion of where I believe we are, and strategies or solutions to take if it’s suitable for 
your individual situation. These are not cookie cutter answers, be sure to speak with your 
professional advisors before implementing any real estate strategy. 

If you’re ages 21 to 40 (Some risk) 

If you’ve got a job, have decent credit, then you need to buy. With interest rates at current levels, it 
is actually cheaper to buy then it is to rent. If your employment requires you to move frequently, 
then do not sell your home that you’ve acquired at a great interest rate. You many never see these 
low rates again. If you do, then you may be able to refinance at lower rates, or you can lease the 
home and create a cashflow to pay the mortgage, taxes and insurance. This gives you a measure of 
security if the real estate market rises or falls. 

If you’re ages 41 to 66 (Vulnerable) 

You may have been in your home awhile and are experiencing an increase in value that gives you a 
sense of security. That’s where we were in 2006, as the real estate market started to implode. 
Remember, it took 10 years to recover to 2006 price levels. If you would like to hedge your risk, you 
may be able to refinance and take some cash out of your home. Consult with a mortgage 
professional! If you are closer to retirement, you may want to consider downsizing.  

If you’re ages 67 plus (At Risk) 

Here is the age group, the most at risk. There is not enough time to recover the financial losses if the 
real estate market should collapse when you’re older. You may use any of the previously mentioned 
strategies if they are suitable for your situation. Another way to obtain cash from your home may be 
available through a reverse mortgage. This is not for everyone. However, for some, it may be the 
only avenue to have access to equity from your home. Reverse mortgages have limitations that may 
impact your estate. Careful planning is required for any of the strategies mentioned in this article. 
Always consult with your trusted advisors.* 
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It’s easy to get caught with all the different opinions being throwing out for our consumption. All we 
have to do, is revisit history to see that all markets have ups and downs, and find they last a lot 
longer than most projections. It’s our responsibility to manage our own risk. 

 

 

As of 10/15/2016  30 Year Fixed Rate Loans  3.625% with 0 Points 
BankRate.com  
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RENT VS PURCHASE - October 2016 - Montgomery County, TX 

RENTAL                PURCHASE                                             ANNUAL TOTALS 

Monthly 
Rental Rate 
 

 
 
$ 1,764 

Monthly 
Mortgage 
Payment 

 
 
$    660 

  

1 st Month’s 
Rent 

 
$ 1,764 

1st Month’s 
Payment 

 
$    660 

  

Security 
Deposit  

 
$1,764 

Down 
Payment 

 
$ 5,250 

  

Renters 
Insurance 

 
 
$    168 

Monthly 
Homeowner’s 
Insurance 
and Property 
Tax 

 
 
 
$    333 

  

Move In Cost $ 3,696 Move in Cost $6,250 RENTAL PURCHASE 

Total 
Monthly 
Payment 

 
$ 1,764 

Total 
Monthly 
Payment 

 
$  924 

Out of 
pocket 
$ 21,168 

Out of 
pocket 
$ 11,088 

ANNUAL SAVINGS BY BEING A $150,000 HOMEOWNER VERSUS A RENTER 
$  10,080 

Renters typically have to pay 1 st  payment and security deposit. Median rents in September 2016, for 
a single family home is $1,764/month. (HAR) September 2016 **plus renters insurance policy of 
$14/month for a total rent payment of $1,778. If you have a Pet, many landlords charge $200 to $600 
non-refundable deposits if they allow pets. Landlords may increase monthly rent in addition to 
deposits. 

A typical home in Montgomery County Texas (1,540 to 2,244SF) 3 or 4 Bed, 2 or 3 Bath), with decent 
credit can be purchased from $142,000 to $150,000. (HAR 3/15/2016 to 10/15/2016). Many lenders 
will finance with $0 to $5,250 down payment. 

Estimating a similar financed purchase of a single family home at $150,000 using the example of 
3.625% interest, with a 30 year mortgage the estimated payment with $5,250 down payment is 
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estimated at $660 Per month, include property taxes of $3,000/year and homeowner insurance of 
$1,000 year for a total monthly payment of $924 PITI. 

 

Another Choice If 
You Have to Move 
Frequently, is the 5 
Year Adjustable 
Loan That Will Give 
You Even Lower 
Payments  

So Where Do You Go From Here? 

Most journalists currently are saying things are fine. They comment on the Jobs report, building 
starts, and other economic measures. My problem with these prognostications is the “truth” of the 
data. Looking back; data appears to have been manipulated to tell the story, the media wishes us to 
believe.  

I think it is prudent for everyone to review their situations and not get caught if a real estate bubble 
does occur. Connect with your trusted advisors and let them review your needs and goals. Keep 
more of your money this time. 

Finally, for All Ages..  

If you currently have substantial equity (PROFIT) Here are three things you can do to save your 
Profit. 

1. ***Sell & Rent: If you have $250,000 profit and are single or $500,000 profit and married, 
your returns may be non-taxable. Be sure to check with your tax advisor.  

2. Sell to your kids & leaseback: The younger generation gets a great tenant, plus, they can 
even buy it in their qualified retirement plan. 

3. Downsize: Move from the larger home to a smaller home with lower taxes and upkeep 

*** Try renting a place that is where you have always wanted to live. Do you like the beach, the 
mountains, the city or the desert. Think about it! You’ve secured your profit, you get to live your 
dream, and you should have less worries. 
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Still Have More Questions than Answers?  

 

Contact: 

 Ron Street, Realtor Owner | Street Property Group 

(936) 788-4600 Call or Text  | ron@streetpropertygroup.com 

*These are my opinions and are not meant to be an all encompassing 
review of solutions, each individual’s situation needs to be reviewed with 
a professional for risk and reward. 

 

Would You Like More Information to read?  

There is much more information available on StreetPropertyGroup.com. Read my blog on my 
website to get the most current real estate updates.  
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